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2Keilhau’s “auto-
biography” 
published in 
Christiania (Oslo) in 
1857, German 
language.



«Im Jahr 1840 würde ich zum Mitglied der Direktion der Koniglichen Zeichen und 
Kunstschule in Christiania gewählt, in welcher Funktion ich bis zum Jahre 1853 verblieb. Eine 
Krankheit, an der ich seit mehreren Jahren litt, hatte nun besonders meinen Kopf in dem 
Grade geschwächt, dass ich meine Geschäfte auf dasjenige beschränken müsste, was mein 
Amt ganz nothwendig forderte; daher fand ich mich in dem letzgenannten Jahre genöthigt, 
meinen Posten an der Zeichenschule niederzulegen.»

The aquarelles and drawings from 
manuscript- and board-collection 1247 
were done in 1820 when Keilhau (K.) was 
23 years old. Some years later (1826) he 
was employed by the University of Christi-
ania (Oslo) as a lecturer of geology. A new 
subject. In the year of national Constitution 
1814 The Rock Seminary was moved from 
Kongsberg to Christiania. The Rock class 
was moved to the Drawing School, where
polytechnical subjects were taught, whereof some—such as drawing—were 
relevant to geologists. K. learned to draw from Johannes Flintoe who was 
specialised in landscape painting, scenery, decoration, ornament (when he 
arrived from Denmark to Norge he came in contact with the art and drawing 
milieus which at this time were educated at the Military academy, including 
map-drawing). In 1840 K. entered the Drawing School’s management, as is 
related in his biography (written in a rather simple German idiom):
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v.p.

horizon≠ 

vanishing point = v.p.

31 x 26 cm
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Albrecht Dürer, 1471-1578: The perspective machine and views from its outer and inner limits

Titian (self portrait, 1567) Böcklin (Toteninsel, Basel version, 1880) Duchamp (The large glass

19
26

)
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GIST: drawing is linked to the idea of photography, or the photography of an 
item before it exists, or advance depiction of a future project.

volume published in 1966 (3rd edition 1987)
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T1

T2

T0

The linguistic sample from «Om denne haves intet mærkværdigt» A text- and 
knowledge historic study of the Stave churches in 18th and 19th century

Sine Halkjelsvik Bjordal, PhD, 2020. 

The central drawer is turned away from the precision instrument w/the barometer 

before him on the ground: it could therefore be Christian Peder Bianco Boeck. 


The drawer to the right uses the precision instrument attentively in the work, and 

can be Balthazar Mathias Keilhau. The man building the cairn is Ole Urden. 

This drawing has a frame. All the annotations are outside the frame. The 
bottom line has ascended. We look at the image through a frame/diaphragm.


The effect is that we stand closer to the abyss over the edge of the snow 
shelf, and we who are not there can yet feel the forces in the landscape.

It is the rain deed hunter Ole Urden (as Jo Gjende in 
the image) who is proficient in this terrain. Similar 
relationship Arne Næss had to Tvergastein by 
Hallingskarvet. 

Optagelse

Opdagelse

field-drawing

prospect

interpretation:

view

information
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contour

drawing

perspective

drawing

sketch 

drawing

value

drawing

flukt/ 

forsvinnings punkt

horizon

DOMENICO GHIRLANDAIO (1449-94):

preparatory work for


The birth of  
Virgin Mary (1486-90)
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xxi

T2 ~value drawings

T1 ~contour drawings

T0 (views)

T0 (…) T0 (…) (contour) T0 (sketches)

(exception) (T0 sketches) …Carpelan

9Ms.plv. 1247 Baltazar Mathias Keilhau: "In remembrance of the mountain-journey in 1820. Dedicated to my friend Boeck. Keilhau. Christiania 1821."



Mountain

trip in 

1820

reference to (recrod)

reference to (record)
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Context—
becoming 
visually 
proficient in the 
landscape

closer up

more distanced

sketches

views
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T1—drawings that were done 
during the trip: 

1) without frame; 

2) annotations inside the image

T2—drawings that are 
reproduced after the trip:

1) all have frames;

2) annotations outside the 

frame

Context to T1: quick/proximate 
skteches (added)

Context to T2: remote views 
(added)

X

Exception: drawing with frame, 
annotations are inside the 
image; an added appendix 
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xxxi

Which properties must X have for the principles of field-
work—walking, recording T1 and replaying T2—should 
apply in a wider field (in this case what was called the 
Jotun mountains)?—This is something else than the 
portrayal of K. and B. as mountain flâneurs. Research 
plans in the making, and also ideas for future management
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Johannes Flintoe 
1787-1870


Painting from 1837


16 år etter er 
utsikten blitt et 

nasjonal romantisk 
motiv, i kultur 

Norge.

tegning i situasjon

prospect

K.’s drawings
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(… men hva med denne horisontlinjen når 
fj

& 

views sketches

prospects record 17
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„Die Universitåt Norwegens besitzt 
eine mineralogisch-geognostische 
Sammlung, die Alles vereinigt, was 
die grosste Hoffnung in dieser 
Beziehung erwarten kann, nåmlich, 
dass sie ein Abdruck der Natur selbst 
ist. In der grossten Vollkommen heit 
ha t man fas t A l l es , was d ie 
Zusammensetzung jedes Distrikts 
betrifft. Wir besteigen mit Leichtigkeit 
die hochsten Gebirge, wir nåhern uns 
und betrachten die Bildung der 
wildesten Kusten, wir dringen in die 
F jorde e in , und ohne je den 
Zusammenhang zu ver lieren, konnen 
w i r d e n Z u s a m m e n h a n g d e r 
Oberflåche von Norwegen bis in die 
tiefsten Thåler verfolgen. Keine 
Sammlung zeigt uns die so hochst 
merkwiirdige ausgestorbene Welt, 
welche Christiania umgiebt, in einer 
so lehrreichen Uebersicht, als das, 
was hier ver einigt und bestimmt ist. 
N i rgends sonst s ind a l le d ie 
Mineralien, welche Norwegen besitzt, 
in solcher Pracht und Manigfaltigkeit 
zu sammengestellt und geordnet. 
Alle diese Einrichtungen verdankt 
man demselben Gelehrten, der mit 
unermudlichem Fleiss und Scharf 
sinn alle norwegischen Gebirge 
untersucht hat, und seine Werke 
werden stehen und beniitzt werden, 
so lange Norwegens Gebirge stehen. 
Er hat sich ein Monument errichtet, 
das seinen Nåmen auf die spåte 
Nachwelt bringen wird." K.s biografi

Leopold von Buch (1844) i foredraget „Über den Nutzen 
naturhistorischer Sammlungen im Allgemeinen, und über die 
Vortrefflichkeit der mi neralogischen Sammlungen der Universitet 
zu Christiania insbeson.» (friend of Alexander von Humboldt)

T1
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We should thus create an indestructible 
basis for geology, and could provide for it a 
foundation of data really belonging to itself, 
which would con fer on it an independence 
that is at present awanting.

It is an acknowledged truth, that we cannot 
be very doubtful as to the origin of a 
mountain-rock when the relations of its 
masses are clearly placed before us ; at 
least, in such a case, altogether erroneous 
hypotheses would scarcely be possible.

If,for example, we see that an entirely 
irregular mass lies between sedimentary 
strata, and branches out into these, we 
cannot, in reference to its mode of 
formation, place it in the same class with the 
strata; and if we see it bounded on all…

…sides by the sedi mentary rocks, we 
cannot attribute to it an eruptive origin ; in 
short, by means of this simple but correct 
mode of examining the subject, both the 
hypotheses which are most frequently 
brought forward would be rejected.

So long as, owing to the impossibility, in 
most cases, of obtaining a knowledge of 
facts by direct examination alone, observer, 
always endeavour, in a greater or less 
degree, to assist their observations by 
supposing, by means of…

…considerations as to causes and actions, 
how the phenomena under investigation 
must be, this great evil must result, that the 
science does not obtain possession of 
perfectly unmixed data.

. What are termed facts frequently very little 
deserve the appellation. Such data are 
partly the work of the understanding of 
observer, and, as they are more or less the 
result of a precon ceived explanation, the 
science becomes in the same…

 …degree illusory, being founded on such a 
basis ; nay, the whole pro cedure remains a 
mere movement in a circle, inasmuch as the 
observer explains what the explanatory 
reasoning itself has just silently advanced.

As we cannot obtain such irrefragable 
knowledge of geological facts as would be 
possible on the supposition made above, 
geologists are so far from assigning to 
results obtained by geognostical examina 
tion the just rank in their theories, that…

…they often consider themselves authorized 
to modify the exposition of geological 
phenomena, in order to accommodate it to 
the explanation created out of those 
sciences which only stand in more or less 
remote connection with geology.

 I have now offered on the mode of 
investigation at present pursued in geology ; 
and at the same time, to jus tify the method 
which has been adopted by myself, and 
which has been so strongly blamed. "With 
this view, I intend to treat, first, of crystalline 
granular limestone, or, to make use of a 

…expression, of marble ; next, of several of 
those peculiar mineral masses, which are 
most easily designated by the nåme of " 
contact-formations ;'' and, lastly, to say some 
thing on the crystalline silicide-slates, and 
the unstratified crystalline silicide-rocks.

If we inquire as to the origin of marble 
occurring in such a manner, and under such 
circumstances, it is very evident that neither 
of the theories generally received can 
explain the problem. " Fire" is entirely out of 
the question, and " water" does not afford 
us much assistance.

Should it even be necessary to assume, that 
solution did not take place at all during the 
process, and that these agents have had to 
work in a perfectly solid mate rial, we can 
easily recall to our remembrance some facts 
which, notwithstanding an old chemical… 

…doctrine, render it incontrovertible, that a 
substance can crystallize without having 
previously been in a liquid state. crystallize 
without having previously been in a liquid 
state. Inasmuch as it is only from 
geognostical considerations that our 
attention is direct ed to these facts…

The deposition of masses of mud containing 
clay and lime, and of other mechanical 
products, in which the marine organisms of 
the period became enveloped; the 
concentration and crystallization at certain 
places of the carbonate of lime, from 
which……the clay was then removed; the bringing 

together, and crystallization of the silica and 
carbon, for the formation of rock-crystal and 
leafiets of anthracite in the nodules in which 
these minerals are found; all by pro cesses 
slowly operating at the usual temperature.

In the district of Christiania, fossils, with 
perfectly distinct outlines, are found in 
marble next the granite.* Here the mass of 
limestone evidently did not lose its solid 
condition during its conversion into marble.

a. That it must be considered as a product of 
that probably very slow process by which 
crystallizations and che mical results 
generally, are effected by modes of 
operation which either cannot be at all 
imitated by art, or can be so in but…

…a very imperfect manner; and b. That the 
actions which took place were either 
caused, or, at least, greatly assisted by the 
contact of the limestone with the other rock 
of an entirely different description.

ON THE MODE OF FORMATION OF CRYSTALLINE LIMESTONE, CONTACT-PRODUCTS, CRYSTALLINE SILICIDE-SLATES (…) 
Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, 1844 

metamorphosis transmutation

neptunism plutonism

migration 
disordered systems
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“After Rock-consultant Collett’s death (1834) I was appointed a 
consultant for the Ministry of Finance in Mining, which was not an 
unimportant position at this time. For this I first received a yearly 
salary in money, but later—when I forsook the salary—I received 
the order of Wasa […]. In my first of these assignments I 
succeeded in persuading the leadership, Count Wedel Jarlsberg, 
and with him other members, to adopt the notion that only the 
State could run the silver-mines, as an exception from the usual 
principle that only private individuals can run such plants.” (K. …
von ihm selbst)

This remained an important principle in the public management 
of national resources. How important was Keilhau to the 
development of public/national management of natural 
resources? Can economics become ecology without fieldwork as 
a central matter? 

«Nach dem Tode des Bergraths Collett (1834) wurde ich der Consulent des 
Finanzdepartements in Bergwerksangelegenheiten, kein unwichtiger Posten zu 
jener Zeit. Hierfür bekam ich zuerst ein jährliches Honorar in Geld, später aber
—als ich diesem entsagte—den Wasa-Orden […]. In der ersteren dieser 
Commissionen vermochte ich den Vor-sitzenden Graf Wedel und mit ihm die 
übrigen Mitglieder, zu der Meinung überzugehen, dass nur der Staat das 
Silberwerk betreiben müsse, eine Ausnahme von der Maxime, dass nur 
Privatleute Unternehmer von solchen Anlagen sein sollten.»
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taking a line for a walk… 
walking the line  
for a talk

talking the walk… 
& walking the talk
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APPENDIX



Statens Håndverks og 
kunstindustri skoleThe (SHKS) i 
egne lokaler. Adresse: 
Ullevålsvn. 5, kalt Tegneskolen 
blant gamle elever.
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MEREOLOGY 1— 
the relation between part and whole is organised as follows: a) the landscape is fixed inside a drawn frame; b) recorded information is placed outside the 
frame.

BASIC drawing type: value drawing
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MEREOLOGY 2—(opposite) 
the relation between whole and part is organised as follows: a) the landscape is frameless while worked on; b) recorded information is inside the drawing

BASIC drawing type: contour drawing
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MEREOLOGY 3—(inversion of 1) 
the relation between part and whole is organised as follows: a) the landscape is here exclusively reproduced in prints [the likes of which would be found in 
books] ; b) the landscape indicate larger areas than the ones covered by K. and B. on their trip.

BASIC drawing type: views
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MEREOLOGY 4—(inversion of 2) 
the relation between whole and part are organised as follows: a) the landscape is sketched quickly, maybe even standing and an almost physical record of a walk; b) 
the landscape are indications from a larger area than covered by K. and B. on their trip.

BASIC drawing type: quick sketch
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Abel, Keilhau 
& Boecks 
reiser 1823

1826 Lektor 
1834 Prof.
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Niels Henrik 
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Baltazar 
Mathias 
Keilhau

Christian 
Peder Bianco 

Boeck
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